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Learning Expectation:
I would want to know how jealousy or if I would be jealous because of facebook because
it seems that there are people that actually use facebook as a reference if their partner are faithful.
I never really thought about this before I would usually just join social network site to see
pictures of my friend, to meet new people and to check out the applications that are available in
the that social network site. I would want to understand why people actually get jealous or
insecure because of a social network site since I really never imagined it to happen before. I have
been part of different social network sites and this is the first time I actually heard of somebody
getting killed because of social network actually only in facebook. I guess the virtual world is
really starting to take over the world. I don’t really have any complains about it because I am a
person that spends 90% of my day in front of the computer. I rarely go out of the house and if I
do usually I would just go to get some items that I need or I would go to school. I could say I am
not really a sociable person and most of the people I know are either classmates and people in
school or people that are near the school in places that I usually hang out in while waiting for my
dad or somebody.

Review:
I checked the question of this survey and I guess if it would happen to me I would be
offended with some of them. I heard that there was a case in facebook that there was actually a
person that was killed because she changed her status from in a relationship to single a few days
after she broke up with her boyfriend well I guess that boyfriend is a very insecure one because if
you would think about the person is already single so she could really change it and if she were
not single I don’t really get the idea why he had to kill her since it is just a social network status
never know the person did not want her parents to know she was in a relationship.
I think most of the questions here would depend on the person like the question that if I
would see my girl friend in a picture with someone from the opposite sex well I met some people
that likes taking pictures with other people and she would also hug almost everybody as long as
there are very close. I also don’t think that I would be offended if my girl friend would add
people from the opposite sex since she has all the right to have friends just like I do and I don’t
see any reason why I should be mad at her. I would be a little disturbed though if there was a
person that would always comment on her page or her wall specially if I did not know who that
person is but it would also depend on my girl friend of course because in a relationship each
should respect and understand one another and I guess I would ask her and listen to what she has

to say but it’s not really something that I would make a big fuss about unless it seemed really bad
or serious. There are some question here that would really alert me like if my girl friend has a
very very sexy picture with someone else well that is something to really alarm me.

What I’ve Learned:
I guess there are some question here that may actually make me jealous but as I said in
my review it would depend on my girl friend because there are some people that are really like
that and if it was something that she does not do that I guess I would really freak out since it is
not like her. It seems that I am also a jealous person but I guess never noticed it because I have
never been in a relationship. I have a lot of female friends but never really took notice of them
nor cared that much in who they are with. I may find out if this is really curate if I would be in a
relationship.

Integrative Questions:
1. Why are people jealous?
2. What causes people to feel insecure?
3. Why do people base it in facebook?
4. What was in the mind of the person that killed her girlfriend because of facebook?
5. How many people would be jealous because of facebook?
6. Do people really use facebook to attract other people?
7. How do people hack accounts in facebook?
8. Why is facebook the most famous social network site now?
9. What caused people to join facebook?
10. Why do people base their relationship on facebook?

